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"Lo, There Will Emerge..."

By PETER WHITE
Very likely when the Guidance price right now." After his offer
Office publishes another helpful is declined, he turns back to the
booklet, as it inevitably will, titled job.
Slicing a length of insulation
"Guidebook to Boston College," one
of the paragraphs will begin:
with all the finesse of an artist, he
"As you walk up the broad, appraised the merits of other colgrass-lined avenue leading onto lege where he has worked: "Yes sir,
the campus from Beacon Street, if I had a diploma from every one
the imposing structure you see just I've worked at, I wouldn't work for
beyond the handsome quarters of less than a million a year!" All
the School of Education is Cushing priceless information to be sure,
Hall, heart of the B.C. School of but when is this building going to
Nursing. Here student nurses, sur- be finished anyway ? "Oh, you
rounded with every modern facil- never can tell. Completion was

Twenty-six in Cross and Crown
CBA Takes Part in Stylus Editor Tribble,
Dist. Conference
Knight Commander
Of Senior Group

With a view toward an even
greater participation in community
projects, the College of Business
Administration has become a sponsor of the thirty-first Annual Boston Conference on Distribution to
be conducted on October 19 and 20
at the Statler-Hilton Hotel.
The Distribution Conference attracts over 600 businessmen from
all parts of the world. The general
theme of this year's conference is
"Dynamic Distribution ,in an Ex-

panding Economy,' and it continues the original purpose of the
conference, which according to Mr.
Daniel Bloomfield, its founder, is
to "discuss and study the American
system of

IMPOSSIBLE
the timeless motto of
the College, Ever to Excel."
Even now, with the trellis of
scaffolding propping it up, and with
task forces of electricians, plumbers, and glaziers swarming over it,
Cushing Hall might be called imposing, but more in the sense of
"That's an imposing nose you've
got there, Durante!"
As one steps over the sill of the
main entrance, the musical grit of
sand beneath the heels lets everyone know you're there. Just to the
right, a staircase soon to gleam in
stone and chrome now ends abruptly in a shallow lagoon of trapped
dirty water.
Ahead, beneath a maze of piping
and aluminum ventilation shafts, a
plumber is fitting insulation over
the heating pipes.
He looks down. "Well, want to
buy the place ? I'll give you a good
ity, pursue

PIUS XII

?

probably scheduled for this first
semester so it won't open until February anyway."
The tour continues past the administration offices, now occupied
only by carton on carton of heating pipes. Further on, a water
fountain hangs absently in mid-air,
not seeming to realize that there
is no wall to support it, yet bubbling away like a contented oneyear-old.
Bricks piled one-foot high along
the floor declare, "Let's pretend
we are walls," and in a gap amid
them a steel door frame rises emptily into space?all very much like
a child's house of toy blocks half
finished. Here and there, an electric outlet pokes its head through
the floor and demands, "So where's

distribution."

Rev. W. Seavey Joyce, S.J., Dean
of the CBA, is scheduled to be
chairman of the Tuesday morning
session, which will feature five
speakers including Harry F. Hansen, Professor of Business Administration at Harvard Business
School. Other speakers who will
address the assembly are the Hon.
George Hees, Minister of Transport
for the Dominion of Canada, and
Harry Schwartz, New York Times
Moscow correspondent. Dr. Gerald
Price, Chairman of the Marketing
Department in CBA, is serving as
a member of the Sponsors Advisory
Committee.
This year's conference will be

by the Boston Retail
Trade Board and five local Universities: Boston College, Harvard,
Northeastern, M.I.T. and Boston
University. Other organizations cooperating in the proceedings include Columbia University, the
University of Chicago, the International Association of Manufacthe wall I belong in?"
An array of pipes breaks through turers and the New England Council.
(Continued on Page 8)
CBA students, especially those
in the fields of Distribution and
Marketing, are reminded that they
will be excused from certain classes
in order to attend some of the conference sessions. Such attendance
is thought by CBA officials to be
By JOHN CUMMINGS
supplement to
While I sat in my favorite refuge between classes, the cafeteria, an extremely useful
program.
musing over such weighty problems as the pigeon condition at City the regular class
Hall and the current cabinet crisis in Inner Mongolia, my cogitations
were cut by howls of despair from students hopelessly desiring to fill
their young and vacuous minds with pure knowledge?that of the inner
workings of student government.
Well, perhaps the student body
isn't quite as eager to find out realize that its officers are actualabout Student Government as de- ly alive and functioning.
scribed above. But the sad fact is
However, with the acceptance by
The Real Robert Louis Steventhat if one did wish to learn some- the administration of the various son and Other Critical Essays by
thing about the S.G. system, one constitutions at the end of the last Francis Thompson, a volume conwould be hard pressed to find any- semester there can no longer be taining newly identified material
thing concerning the subject other any excuse either for the student and several hitherto unpublished
than the bland obscurities and plat- body or for individual officers manuscripts from the Boston Colitudes contained in the various re- within the Student Government lege Thompson Collection, edited
cently published constitutions. As framework. Students can no longer by
Rev. Terence L. Connolly, S.J.
a consequence of this, the average claim that their elected represenwill be published November 13.
undergrad on campus knows little tatives are nothing but a facade,
more than the name of perhaps one unrecognized by the administraof his class officers, if indeed he tion, and the officers can no longer
knows this much. The apathy of absolve their shortcomings with
the student body might well be ex- the plea "the constitution hasn't
pressed in the words of a friend, been ratified yet."
who, in response to my question Now that everybody's wrists
about the topic, said, "I'm not in- have been slapped, anyone who
terested in the student government, doesn't want to continue in his
because I don't think there is any- state of slovenly ignorance had
thing about it worth my interest." better keep reading and try to reUnfortunately, this attitude is so tain at least some of the below inprevalent on campus that I doubt if formation about the student govas many as ten percent of the stu- ernment system.
dents have ever had any more conThe Campus Council is the prime
nection with the functions of the body in the present system, and it
Student Government system than is empowered to deal with univeroccasional participation in class sity wide affairs, such as the schedelections. While the students them- uled series of mixers to be held on FR. TERENCE CONNOLLY, S.J
selves are in part responsible for campus. It is made up of two memThe second of two books of the
this condition, the principal cause bers from each of the undergrad- poet's prose edited by Father Confor the apathy rests on the simple uate schools on campus, who are nolly (Literary
Criticisms pubfact that the student government elected by the senate of the indi- lished
in 1948 was the first), this
in the past few semesters has done vidual schools for two-year terms. volume brings to life Victorian
little, if anything, to cause anyEach of the four schools has its biography, seventeenth-century litbody, let alone the whole school, to
(Continued on Page 8)
erature, the Irish literary revival,

A Campus Mystery: What Do You
Know About Student Government?

sponsored

The Administrative Board of the College of Arts and Sciences announced today its election of the officers and members of the Order
of the Cross and Crown.
New officers of the society are; Knight Commander, Joseph L.
Tribble, editor of The Stylus; Marshalls, Thomas J. Birmingham, editor of The Cosmos; Paul D. Campanella, editor of The Sub Turri; Brian
J. Moran, editor-in-chief of The Heights, and Robert C. O'Leary, President of the Senior Class in A&S.
ci>
New members include: John J.
Benedetto, Donald J. Burke, Malcolm J. Collins, Stephen 0. Dean,
Jr., Michael J. Dorney, Robert G.
Doyle, Jr., John J. Eddy, Francis
A. Ennis, William S. Falla, William H. Friary, Jr., Michael F.
Gormley, Albert F. Healey, Albert
On Thursday, October 22 at six
L. Hyland, Jr., Paul F. Judge,
o'clock the annual Reception Dinner George Litman, John F. Miller,
of the Alpha and Omega Honor Bernard L. Plansky, James A. ReilSociety of the School of Education ly, William P. Rohan, Joseph Viwill be held at Tallino's Restaurant. doli and Joseph J. Walker, Jr.
The Order of the Cross and the
Eleven seniors will be awarded Crown is a senior honor society of
membership keys. They are Louise the College of Arts and Sciences,
Boyle, Mary P. Brown, Edith Cac- moderated by Rev. Alexander G.
kowski, Patricia Carty, Maurice Duncan, S.J. The members have distinguished themselves in their
Daly, Carol Green, Maureen KeoFreshman, Sophomore and Junior
hane, Joan Lawrie, Anna Recupero, years, both in scholastic and extraCharles Robinson, and Patricia curricular activities.
Oldest honor society at Boston
Stankunas.
College, The Order of the Cross
Each year the Alpha and Omega and Crown was founded to give due
members confer honorary member- recognition to scholars of the Colship upon a distinguished educator lege of Arts and Sciences who have
best realized the ideal of "Ever to
who has fulfilled the Alpha and Excel" on
social and moral, as well
Omega ideals of scholarship and as intellectual, bases. Recently, the
educational service. This year the method of qualifying for memberhonorary key will be presented to ship on a strict point standard was
William A. Welch, Superintendent discarded. The present plan allows
for consideration and evaluation of
of Schools in Peabody, for many candidates by the
administrative
years a lecturer in school adminboard.
istration in the Boston College
Graduate School. Professors, former honorary members, and alumni
members will be present at the
dinner to honor the new key reci-

Alpha and Omega
Honors 11 Seniors

Librarian Planning for
Free Access to Stacks

pients.

By

BILL D'AMICO

Libraries are a principal tool of
higher education today. Boston College is fortunate to have a very
well qualified Director of Libraries
in Rev. Brendan G. Connolly, S.J.
Fr. Connolly's experience in education is far-reaching. During the
years of his regency before he was
and contemporary writers of one ordained, Fr. Connolly taught Engof the most nostalgic periods of lish at Boston College.
After he was
English literature.
ordained, he attended Catholic UniFather Connolly has identified
this group of the poets prose writings after a decade of editorial research as Director of the Boston
College Library and Curator of its

Poet's Prose Identified by
Thompsonian Curator

Thompson Collection.

Since the end of World War 11,
Father Connolly has traveled twice
to England in the study of Thompsonia, devoting himself particularly to the work of identifying unsigned articles and reviews written
by Thompson.
Following the death of Wilfred
Meynell, who was Thompson's patron and literary executor, Father
Connolly returned to England in
1950 and purchased for the Boston
College Thompson Collection a
great number of Thompson manuscripts of "The Hound of Heaven"
and the famous Shelley essay.
The result of Father Connolly's
continued research has been the
identification of 172 unsigned reviews or essays from which 69 have
been selected, together with 13 as
yet unpublished prose articles, for
inclusion in the new publication.
A private viewing of Thompsonia
will be held for the friends of the
(Continued on Page 3)

FR. BRENDAN CONNOLLY, S.J
versity where he earned a B.S. in
Library Science.
With his completion of studies
at Catholic U., he went to the
Graduate Library School at the
University of Chicago. At Chicago
he earned his Ph.D. in Library

Science.
(Continued on Page 3)
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Honors Seminar
Criticizes Plato
The Honors Seminar of the School
of Education, having recently inducted a new Sophomore section
into its ranks, has concentrated its
efforts on a criticism of the works
of various educational philosophers.
The Sophomore Program, under
the supervision of Dr. Gerald McDonald, commenced the year's work
with a discussion of the educational
system suggested by Plato in his
Republic. The general concensus of
opinion was that, while Plato had
some ideas which could be applied
to our educational system today,
his suggestions were too ideal to
be possibly applicable on a full
scale.
This reading has since been supplemented by St. Thomas Aquinas'
De Magistro. The surprising factor
of this seminar was the apparent
ability of students, without formal
philosophical training, to discuss
St. Thomas and to make intelligent
observations concerning his somewhat abstruse works.
Future discussions will be devoted to criticisms of Rousseau and
Newman, among others. This program offers the exceptional student
the added challenge and incentive
which he would not receive in the
regular curriculum. The goal of
the seminar is to subject such students to a deeper quality of
thought, rather than a mere added
quantity of reading matter.

Lay Faculty to
Sponsor Symposium
The Boston College Lay Faculty
Club is sponsoring a symposium on
October 20th at 8 P.M. in Room 8
of Campion Hall.
The subject of the symposium
will be one of great importance to
us today: the report of Khrushchev's visit to the United States.
The faculty and friends are; invited to listen to the discussion of
this problem by Dr. Raymond McNally, an authority on Russian
Intellectual History, Dr. Kamil
Dziewanowski, the author of The
Communist Party in Poland, Dr.
Radu Florescu, a specialist in
European political history and Rev.
Ernest Foley, S.J., who recently
returned from Al Hickma University in Bagdad.

Wanted: B. C. students
to wear our Tuxedos at all
their formal affairs.
BROOKLINE FORMAL WEAR
392 Harvard St., Brookline
AS 7-1312

(Heights Photo by Greg Blake)

Seniors:
Say Cheese

Wilson Fellowship
Competition Opens

The Woodrow Wilson Fellowship
Foundation has announced the
opening of competition for its
awards for the academic year 19601961. The chief purpose of the fellowship program is to offset the
critical shortage of qualified college teachers by encouraging college seniors of outstanding ability
to consider teaching careers.
The program is open to college
graduates in the natural and social
sciences or in the humanities. Both
men and women are eligible, and
there is no limit on age or length
of time since graduation. Those
A motorcade is assembling to who receive awards need not comhead west on the Massachusetts mit themselves to college teaching,
Turnpike on Friday, November 19. but merely to seriously consider it
Several car pools are being ar- as a possible career.
Since the foundation does not
ranged for the annual retreat to
Shadowbrook, the New England accept applications ffom the seniors themselves, those interested
Jesuits' Seminary in Lenox.
The retreat will begin the eve- should consult either Dr. Donald J.
ning of November 19th and end McCarthy in Gasson 119, or Rev.
the afternoon of Sunday, the 21st. George F. Lawlor, S.J., at the ofRoom and board will be provided fice of Guidance in Fulton 205 bebut guests should prepare a com- fore October 31, 1959, the deadline
for applications.
mensurate gift.
Although November testing is
soon after, the time spent at
Shadowbrook is well allotted. Its
setting is ideal for a restful weekend in which your soul may have
precedence over your hurrying
On Monday evening, October 19,
body. The house rests on a mounthe office of the Foreign Student
tainside above a lake in the South- Advisor will conduct a reception in
ern Berkshires. It has fifty single
Campion Hall for all foreign sturooms and a chapel ideally situated dents of the University.
for meditation. The dining room is
Students representing over twena congenial area for sharing meals ty-five
countries are expected to
and prayers with the
young attend. Some of the countries to
Jesuits.
be represented are: India, Ethiopia,
Although an annual retreat will
Japan, Spain, Italy, Korea, Venebe available here next spring in
zuela, Vietnam, Cuba, Iraq, Bolivia,
St. Ignatius's Church or with an Hungary, and Liberia.
older group of men in Boston,
At this meeting the students will
Shadowbrook produces a unique ef- be received by the deans of the
fect which these occasions cannot
various colleges and by a student
equal. Its atmosphere is charged
committee composed of officers and
spirit
with a
that is conducive to leaders of student government and
the deepening of a personal rela- the Sodality.
tionship with God. The conference
director focuses attention on spiri- brook leads to a purposeful revitaltual thoughts and appoints priests ization which only rest and recolfor individual consultation.
lection can produce. Its effect will
The entire experience at Shadow- be lasting and rewarding.
Yearbook portraits are now. being
taken in Lyons 112. Seniors?be
prompt!! Should a senior be unable
to keep his appointment he must
notify the SUB TURRI office in
SAB 101 for rescheduling. Seniors
who have not filled out class schedules must obtain them at SUB
TURRI immediately.

Retreat to Be Held
At Shadowbrook

Foreign Students
Meeting Planned

In both Ivy and Continental Style.

Institute of European Studies arranges English taught courses
through the University of Vienna. Emphasis on learning German. Students
live with Austrian Families, take
meals at the lES student center.
Three Study Tours through 8 countries when the University is not in
session.

5Vs MONTHS IN EUROPE $1 395
Price covers round trip ocean travel,
room, board, tuition and study tours.
SAILING: Maasdom, Feb. 4, New York
APPLICATION DEADLINE: Dec. 10, 1959
For tvrlhT information, write to:

INSTITUTE OF
EUROPEAN STUDIES

35 E. Wacker

Chicago 1

Dr. Hirsh Selected
Young Dem. Advisor

Sub Turri Solicits
First Payments

The Young Democrats Club announced this week the selection of
Dr. Edward L. Hirsh of the English Department as new faculty advisor. Last year's moderator, Mr.
Richard E. Malany, also of the
English Department, is studying
at Harvard University under the
terms of a fellowship of the Danforth Foundation.

ATTENTION SENIORS! CBA
From the SUB TURRI
On Monday, October 19 the Collectors from the 1960 SUB TURRI
will be making themselves known
to you.

This year's schedule for the club
concentrates on the 1960 Presidential elections with national leaders
of the Democratic Party featured,
including Senator Eugene McCarthy of Minnesota, Senator William
Proxmire of Wisconsin and former
Governor Averell Harriman of
New York.

venience to you!

DROODLES ON PARADE
The first meeting of the year
Above is one of series of scintillating droodles formed by the B.C. band will be Thursday, October 22, at
during half-time activities at last Saturday's 8.C.-Villanova clash. 4:00 P.M. in Room 113 of Lyons
Droodle is entitled: "Ladder used by man who is now a hospital pa- Hall. All interested undergraduates
and law students are cordially intient." Yeah!
vited.

Come in and pick up your special 10% discount card
now available for all B.C. students in our new men's
furnishing dept. Come in and look at our advanced
styles in sweaters, slacks, shirts, ties, etc.

SPRING SEMESTER 1960

FRIDAY. OCTOBER 16. 1959

INTRODUCTORY SPECIAL
CONTINENTAL SLACKS-$5.95

Russian Academy

and oLeidure Wear
392 Harvard St., Brookline
Tel. AS 7-1312

(Halfway between Comm. Ave. and Beacon St.)

Instituted

Open

Mon., Tues., Thurs. 'till 8 P. M.

By making your first payment to
the Section Collector this coming
week you'll be helping us on the
SUB TURRI and you'll be making
your Section Collector's work that
much easier.

Your Section Collector has been
thoroughly instructed in the proper

B.C.

Ed.

Andrew Sommers, '62, Sgt.-atArms

Juniors Meet

To Plan Class Skit

At the Junior class meeting at
the School of Ed, on Wednesday,
Chosen for the Program Com- Oct. 7, elections were held for the
mittee were: Richard Sheehan, '62, tuture inter-class skit competition.
Richard Beecher, '62, Pho-Ba-Hai,
The following were elected: Judy
'60, Paul Tumulty, '62.
Scalzi, director of skits; Edward
Proctoring the committee is Mr. Xing, coordinator; Edward Madden,
Gerry Miller,
stage manager;
Myron Ricci, Instructor of the Ruschairman of script; Jeanne Denys,
sian language.
director; Mary Turbini,
music
make-up director; and Tom Crowley, props director.

Dram. Society Sponsors
Play-Writing Contest

The Dramatic Society is now accepting scripts for its annual One
Act

Play-Writing

Contest. The

competition's open to members of
all schools both undergraduate and
graduate. Scripts will be judged on
the basis of their appropriateness
and theatrical potential. Cash
prizes will be awarded to the top
three plays and all plays are eligible for production by the Society
at the One Act Play Festival in
April.

Also elected was Pat Booth, pubsecretary for the Junior
class.
licity

Investment Expert
To Address Meeting

James Cleary, B. C. graduate of
1950, will be a guest of the Finance
Club on Monday, Oct. 19. Mr.
Cleary has risen to a top position
as retail sales manager of the
Eastman and Dillion Investment
Co. after only eight years in his
field. He will discuss briefly his exThe following rules must be obperiences as floor and production
served. Each script must be typed
salesman, and then answer any
and submitted in duplicate. The
questions the group may ask.
closing date for the contest is JanAll those interested should be
uary 8, 1960. The entries should be
submitted to the Dramatic Society present at the meeting in Fulton
at its Lounge SAB 108 any day, 100 at 3 P.M.
beginning at 3 P.M.

2nd Ceilidhe to
Enliven Heights

The Society also has made known
this week, that their production of
King Henry the Fourth, Part One,
will be presented on Campus at
Campion Hall. Those who are interested in working on the various
Those few on campus who are
crews, should sign up at the not yet members of the Blessed
Oliver Plunkett Society may obtain
lounge SAB 108.
membership applications at the
Ceilidhe on Friday, October 16.

Condolences

father of Arthur Fandel, CBA

'63, and Neal Scanlon '27, former city editor of the Boston
American, and also for Anna C.
Norton, sister of Prof. John
Norton of the English Depart-

?

For your convenience the purchase of the SUB TURRI has been
divided into three payment periods
of five dollars each, the first of
which ends November 20, and the
First Payment Week starts October 19.

collection and receipt procedure
but a word of caution to each stuat
dent: insist upon a properly filled
For the first time in Boston Col- out receipt and SAVE these receipts because you will not be able
lege history, a Russian Academy
receive your SUB TURRI withhas been introduced for the pur- to
out them.
pose of familiarizing students with
Russian culture.
Note: Collections under this same
system began in the School of EduElections for officers were held
cation this week and will begin in
last week, the results of which are A&S the week of October 26. More
as follows:
news concerning this will follow in
the daily bulletins and next week's
John Garrity, '62, President
Heights.
Preston Arnold, '62, Treasurer
Anthony Arlotto, '61, Secretary
Domenic Perriello, '60, Public
Relations

Your prayers are requested
for the repose of the soul of the

(/3rookline

In essence their job is very
simple; their presence in your section is to make your purchase of
the SUB TURRI of the utmost con-

ment.

This gala event consists of Irish
folk dancing and community singing. Johnny Sullivan will provide
music in Campion Hall from 8-12
P.M. Admission is only one dollar
and refreshments will be served.
The

committees

planning

the

party are headed by the following

students: Elaine Vetri, decorations;
Marty Kelly, refreshments; Bernie

Shea, door;
Publicity.

Alice

MacDonough,

The first dancing meeting of the
club was held on October 7, and
due to the large turnout it was

hailed as

a great

success.

©tjp
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Biology Department
Honored by Awards

B.C. Law School Will Conduct
3rd Annual Pre-Legal Institute
Following the B.C. Dartmouth
game tomorrow, the Boston College Law School will conduct its
Third Annual Institute for College
Pre-Legal Directors. The Institute
will be conducted at 4:00 P.M. in
the Moot Court Room in the Boston College Law School Building?
St. Thomas More Hall. On hand to
welcome the guests and delegates
from 52 major colleges and universities of this area of the nation will
be Rev. Robert F. Drinan, S.J., the
Dean of the Boston College Law
-

School.

The general problem under discussion will concern itself with the
proper adequate law courses to be
offered both college and university
students who do not intend to go
to law school, and also those students who wish to further their
legal careers in such schools. In
commenting upon the importance
of law courses to the student whose
formal study of the law, if any,
will end when he graduates from
college, the late Chief Justice Harlan F. Stone said: "There are certain fundamental notions of the
nature of law, certain facts relating to its history and development,
and certain principles which underlie its efficient administration
which should become a part of the
intellectual equipment of every intelligent citizen."
Saturday's Institute will consist, for the most part, of two addisdresses and accompanying

Fr. Brendan Connolly

.

.

.

(Continued from Page 1)
After earning his Ph.D., Fr. Connolly returned to the University of
Chicago and taught there from
1950 to 1951. In 1951 he was appointed to the staff of near-by
Weston College where his primary
duty was director of the library.
He also served as a professor of
English as well as an auxiliary
teacher of Theology.
After the fire which destroyed a
great part of the Shadowbrook Novitiate, Fr. Connolly assisted in the
rebuilding of the library.
Weston College and Shadowbrook
Novitiate are closely linked with
Boston College. Working with these
institutions gave Fr. Connolly a
useful insight on library problems
at B.C.
In his present position Rev. Connolly is presently carrying out the
plans of Rev. T. L. Connolly, the
former director of libraries. An example of this is the innovation of
the lighting system at Bapst Library.
One of the major changes
brought on by Fr. Brendan Connolly is the appointment of an undergraduate library committee to
act as an advisory group regarding
the needs of the students and library policies.
Another change will be the admittance of honor students into the
stacks at Bapst Library. It is the
hope of Fr. Connolly, that all stu-

dents will be allowed into the
stacks in the near future.
The two main problems facing
Fr. Connolly in the direction of
college libraries are inadequate
reading or studying conditions and
a lack of book space.
Fr. Connolly controls seven libraries, the Bapst Library, the
Science Library, the CBA Library,
the Law School Library and the
Nursing, Education, and Social
Science Libraries, both of which
are located in downtown Boston.
Besides these he gives a coordinating hand to the library staffs
of Weston College and Shadowbrook Novitiate.
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Fr. Terence Connolly

.

.

.

(Continued from Page 1)

Boston College Library and their
guests in the Francis Thompson
Room on Sunday afternoon, November 15, from 3 to 6 P.M. The
exhibition, commemorating the centenary of the poet's birth, will be
open to the public from November
17 to December 1, Monday through
Friday, 9 A.M. to 11 P.M., and Saturday, 9 A.M. to 5 P.M.
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Composite Picture of Class of '59
Result of Extensive Sub Turri Poll

The Biology Department of BosBy CHRISTOPHER LEE
ton College and two of its members have recently been awarded
Last June after the underclassConcerning the question of marresearch grants from the Atomic
Energy Commission and the De- men of Boston College had put ital prospects 22 % plan to marry
partment of Health, Education and aside their books and prepared to soon. 30% were going to wait two
take a long vacation from their to four years. 15% were going to
Welfare, Public Health Service.
Alma Mater, 1,081 men and women wait five years, and 19% had given
The Dept. of Health, Education of the senior class left this institu- no serious thought to marriage. In
and Welfare granted $7,550.00 to tion not to return in September. the class of 1959 there were 7%
Graduation from college, the step- who did not plan to marry at all.
Dr. Chai Hyun Yoon, new faculty ping
to the future, was real- The poll makes no mention whether
member of the Biology Dept., for ized. stone
the 7% is identical with the 7%
the "study of pathology and geneMany of the members of the who did not know where they were
tics of quivering in mice."
Class of '59 were well known to going.
It becomes more difficult to
The Biology department has also the undergraduates, but it was of
course impossible to know them all make general statements concerngrant
received a
from the AEC to
or even a sizable number of them. ing marks, cuts, and participation
the sum of $6,284.00 for the ad- With this situation in view, those in extra-curricular
activities in
vancement of education and re- who now are following in their this poll. This is due to the fact
search in the field of radiation footsteps might ask, what were that the class as a whole is broken
biology.
these people like? Where were down and then broken down again
What were their in respect to the particular schools
they going ?
plans ? What were their accom- of the university. As a result the
figures are often conflicting.
plishments?
A total answer to any of these
It can be safely said, however,
questions would obviously be im- that three percent of the class had
possible, but there is available an A average; 51% had a B and
some information which should be 46% had a C. There were more
of some note to those who are in- cutters in A&S than in the School
terested in "the departed brethren." of Education. In regards to extraThe source of this information curricular activities, 33% rated
comes from a survey which was themselves as active, 57% as semiconducted among the class of 1959 active, and 10% did not particiby the Sub Turri, under its editor pate at all in such activities.
Jack Madden. Much of what this
The majority of the seniors read
survey produced was of a statis- little, 74% reading fewer than 10
tical nature and makes it difficult unrequired books a year, with 41%
to produce a composite "Mr. 8.C." of these reading fewer than five.
The 1959 edition of the Sub Turri The remaining 267c read from 10
was exceptionally well-done, and to 46 books a year.
the compiling of these statistics
The poll asked the student if
was only a small part of its ac- Boston College had made him more
religious. 52% said yes, 16% said
complishment.
It is to be understood that this no and 32% said they were unafsurvey makes no claim to scientific fected.
accuracy and on many points can
Many of the new alumni took the
The Psychology Club will present
only present conflicting views. The survey as an opportunity to gripe.
Rev. William D. Sullivan, S.J
a film, "Unconscious Motivation,"
most striking similarity to be found These were also interesting. Quite
The AEC granted to Rev. Wil- among the members of the class of a few of them felt that the relaat 3 P.M. on October 21.
liam D. Sullivan, S.J. the amount '59 was the matter of personal tionship of the student and the adThis film explains according to of $11,949 for X-Ray studies in the background. On the whole, the '59er ministration left something to be
major theories, the effects of non- field of protozology. Father Sulli- was 21 years old, neither married desired. Others felt that there was
nor a veteran, he was a native of too much regimentation of the stuconscious psychic influences upon van has had two articles published Greater Boston
living at home. His dent body of Boston College. Some
by the American Microscopical Soman's daily activities; also, the imfamily was of Irish descent and found fault with the library, the
ciety concerning the effects of nonportance played by the unconscious
had an annual income of 5 to size of the university and the emionizing radiation on the growth of
$10,000 a year.
phasis on sports.
in both mental health and illness. one-cell organisms.
He came to Boston College chiefIn the end, 74% said that if they
For those not familiar with psyly because of its academic advan- had to do it over they would return
chological concepts, a view claritage, its proximity, and its reli- to B.C.
fying the dynamic personality will
gious training.
While
at the
Heights, he maintained a C averbe given. There will be a question
age, studied from 10 to 20 hours a
period following the film.
week, and worked the same numThe club officers?John Miller,
ber of hours at a part-time job. He
Approximately eighty candidates cut between five and ten classes a
Jim Lionas, Thomas May, and WilThe New York Club held its orattended
the first semester rush of semester.
liam Rohan?extend an invitation
the Delta Sigma Pi, a professional
Like most "average" people, such ganizational meeting on October 7.
to all who are interested in the una student probably does not exist, Jerry Aneskewich was appointed
business fraternity.
conscious or the problems of perbut these are the qualities and president, and candidates were
The rush was held on the night characteristics most found in the nominated for the offices of vicesonality.
president and treasurer. Elections
of October 1. The officers of the class as a whole.
The survey goes on to point out will be held at the next meeting
fraternity briefed those in attendon October 22, at 6:00 P.M. in
ance about the purpose and satis- the educational background of the
Campion 9. All students from New
parents
of
the
members
of
the
faction of becoming a member of
York
State and New Jersey are inDelta. A coffee hour followed the graduating class. After an exhaust- vited to attend.
ive
fractional
breakdown
the
most
adjournment of the business meetProfessor Seymour Harris of
noteworthy fact if that, on the
ing.
average, the mother of the gradHarvard University explored "EcoThe officers of the fraternity uate had more of a formal educanomic Policy Since 1952" last week
in the first of a series of lectures have already been elected. They tion than her husband.
With regards to future plans, the
NEW ENGLAND'S
sponsored by Department of Eco- are as follows: President, Peter class broke down to 47% who were
Johnson; Senior Vice-President, going to work,
nomics. The guest speaker for the Coleman Foley;
24% who were going
FASTEST GROWING
Junior Vice-Presi- to graduate school, 22% who were
next speech on Oct. 28, is Profesdent, Thomas Welsh; Treasurer, going into the armed
PRINTING ESTABLISHMENT
services and
sor Everett Hager of MIT who will Kevin O'Neil; Secretary,
Joseph a 7% who didn't know where they
detail the "United States Interest Carty; Historian, Real Roy.
were going.
\u2666
in Economic Aid Programs." Third
on the agenda is another Harvard
professor, Arthur Smithies, discussing "Inflation and Growth," on
Nov. 4. Scheduled for November
18 is a discussion of "Soviet Economic Trends and Prospects," led
by Professor Abram Bergson of
Exclusively for the College Crowd
Harvard University. Professor
James Duserberry will close the
lecture series in Fulton 412 with a
disclosure of "What We Know
MAIN OFFICE and PLANT
The Perfect Rendezvous for College Students
About Business Cycles."
95 BRIDGE STREET, LOWELL
cussions. The first address, "Dartmouth's Experience in Teaching
Law," will be delivered by Robert
K. Carr. Dr. Carr, present Parker
professor of law and political science at Dartmouth and Presidentelect of Oberlin College, is a graduate of Dartmouth College, holds a
doctorate from Harvard and is the
author of several volumes in the
field of civil liberties; he was the
vice-president of the American Association of University Professors
in 1956-58. Daniel T. Coughlin, Assistant Dean of the Boston College
Law School will moderate this
afternoon session.
The address of the evening portion of the Institute's program
will be delivered by Harold J. Berman, Professor of Law at Harvard
Law School, graduate of Dartmouth College and Yale Law
School. Professor Berman, author
of "The Nature and Functions of
Law" and editor and publisher of
"On the Teaching of Law in the
Liberal Arts Curriculum", will discuss the topic "The Teaching of
Law in College: Its Present Status
and Its Future." Professor Paul T.
Heffron, Chairman of the History
and Government Department of
Boston College, will be the moderator of this evening session.
If past meetings are any criteria,
tomorrow night's Third Annual Institute for College Pre-Legal Directors will be both interesting and
informative for all present.

Psychology Club
Presents Film

Delta Frat Meets,
Elects Officers

Aneskewich Named
N.Y. Club President

Economics Lecture
Series Underway
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Organization Man:
Disguised Saint?
Centuries from now historians, sociologists and
scientists will look back on the present era as the
nuclear age, the space age, that of the organization
man, of neurotic behavior and suburbia. The Catholic Church may one day call it the "Age of the
Great Lay Saints."
Despite the materialism and conflicting values
existing in our present day society, Christian intellectuals and organization men have made a dent on
the existing conditions by taking an active interest
in neighborhood, community, and national affairs,
effecting a change such as has never before taken
place.

The Church has recognized the important contributions to be made by the laity in our highly
complex society. No longer can the clergy alone bear
the responsibility for conforming the laity to the

Christian way of life. The laity has assumed a sharing of this task. The Church has responded by reflecting on itself in a new perspective. The liturgy
has been adapted to give new meaning to the laity.
The Dialogue Mass has enabled the layman to experience a closer bond in the Holy Sacrifice. Social
encyclicals and emphasis on Catholic Action have resulted in movements such as the Confraternity of
Christian Doctrine, Catholic Worker groups, and the
Christian Family Movement.
Catholic higher education is responsible for a
great part of this action. Catholic college graduates
with a firm foundation in Theology, Philosophy, and
the physical and social sciences have recognized the
need for an application of Christian principles to
their role in society.
In sociological jargon the status can never be far
separated from the role. As Rev. Joseph Fichter,
S.J., renowned sociologist of Loyola University of
the South points out: "The former general low social
status of the Catholic American laity was almost
logically associated with a low functional role in
the Church. A rising social status on the part of the
laity demands a more significant role in the Church
as well as in other institutional systems."
This role is not always easy to fulfill. There are
a discouraging number of obstacles which the man
in business, for example, must surmount before he
can achieve the fulfillment of his role. His days are
long and hectic. Briefcase work at home and jobdictated socializing, plus external symbols of success, which often become the symbols of personal
value, add up to a series of barriers. The job of
harmonizing his family, his religion, his neighborhood responsibilities, his political and social interests, and his recreation with the insistent and consuming demands of his career, is by no means easy.
Yet, armed with an arsenal of intellectual strength
and perseverance accumulated from a Catholic higher
education and a close adherence to the Church's
teachings, the "organization man" should eventually
win his battle against the materialists, status-seekers and other products of our culture.
Today, Boston College graduates are numbered
among the fortunate members of a group armed
with the true Christian arsenal
a nuclear group
dedicated to exercising a Christian influence in the
world. A glance at alumni records bears out the
facts. A phenomenal number are engaged as educators in the task of shaping young minds for the
crisis of future generations. Thousands of others
have assumed their roles in the professions
doctors, lawyers, scientists, social workers, and business
men. Many have already made laudable contributions toward easing man's tensions, solving social
problems in the community and helping their fellow
men become aware of a righteous approach to matters that often lack Christian ethics.
The laity has successfully answered the call. Perhaps some day the "organization man" may be
sainted for the good he is doing and the capacity
he has for further good.
?

?

Tower to town

By PETER DEE

CAREER

"Career", now playing at the Saxon theatre, is a

movie which has the theatre world opening its veins
to the public, exposing not blood but the grimy oil of
a ruthless machine. Show business is definitely not a
glow business in this film. It is shown as political,
driving, frequently dishonorable; a world where
By JACK McNEALY and BRENDA CROWLEY
friendships, marriages and love are forgotten if they
BC PRESENTS
way of someone pursuing a "Career".
the busiest weekend of the year on the social scene .
Here at stand in the
Campion Hall tonight, the Blessed Oliver Plunkett Society holds the
These views are repeatedly hurled at the audience
first of its Ceildhes. Irish dancing and folk singing, as well as popular as the story rotates around thirteen years of struggle
sway
from 8-12 P.M. in the beautifully decorated in the life of Sam Lawson, an optimistic young man
dancing will hold
Campion Hall Auditorium. Admission is but a single dollar bill, which who comes to New York to make a name for himself
includes Irish bread and tea.
as an actor. He encounters various people during his
At 4, 6:30, and 8:30 tonight in Campion 8, the BC Film Society long years of hardship, some good but most bad, and
presents its second program of the year. This one is George Barnanos' gradually he finds it very difficult to see things
Diary of a Country Priest, one of the finest Catholic films ever made. through his rose colored glasses. His hometown girl
Dialogue is in French, but with ample English subtitles.
friend follows him to the big city and they marry;
AND
eventually they go their separate ways. His best
Tomorrow night the Senior Class holds its first official function of friend sells him out when he gets a chance to put a
the year, The BC-Dartmouth Victory Dance at the Main Ballroom of big name star in his play instead of Sam. His second
the Hotel Bradford (PLEASE note the location). This is New England's marriage to a top director's daughter goes on the
largest ballroom, so there will be plenty of room for all you Eagles rocks when he discovers the girl only married him to
to comfortably dance. Parking should be no problem either, for the make another man jealous, and just as he gets a big
Bradford is in the midst of the theater district with three spacious break in a part for a play, he is drafted.
parking lots nearby. Admission is only $3. per couple and the music
It just seems as if the hand of fate insists on
will be furnished by Jeffrey Carleton's Society Orchestra. All classes
are invited to join the Class of 'GO at the Bradford for a truly enjoyable belting this guy in the stomach instead of giving him
time.
at least an occasional pat on the back. It also seems
that the writer James Lee, who adapted his offOUR FRIENDS PRESENT
For those who wish to wander afield tonight, there's an amazing Broadway play to the screen, is a little too pessimisvariety of events from which to choose. Cardinal Cushing College holds tic; realism is one thing, torture is another. The man's
a Get Acquainted Dance at Laetare Hall, 535 Brookline Ave.
or story is admittedly powerful, it reaches a height
for those who enjoy the company of nurses, the Newton-Wellesley where it parallels not only a career in theatre but
Hospital School of Nursing is having an "Autumn Mixer" at the Allen- any career where a man wants to be big, be a someRiddle Hall, 2014 Washington St., Newton. Admission is $.75 and the body as the old cliche says. It shows that there is a
price for this achievement. Success is reached only
music begins at 8.
The Charter Room of New England Mutual Hall is the scene of a after a long, frustrating climb.
third stag dance tonight. This one hosted by the girls from Fisher
But Mr. Lee employs so many external objects to
Junior College, once again the price is a single dollar . . Lesley Junior reveal this struggle
that it's very hard to believe
"Acquaintance
Dance" at White Hall, 29 Everett St.
College hosts an
the end. If we could have seen
OR try a Chi Rho Dance at the that the means justify
in Cambridge tonight for only $.50 .
man's inner struggle and less of the
Blue Hills Country Club tonight. The price for this spectacular is $1.50. more of the
he finally attains success, and his
The Muffin Man Medal of Honor will be awarded to anyone who outer, in the end as
asks
"Was
it worth it?", we might say
agent
him,
gets to all five of them!!
"yes
yes" along with him instead of a fearful
.
At Emmanuel tonight, in the Blue and Gold Lounge of the Administration Building, Tom Anastos and his progressive Jazz Group "no". The movie tends to make the theatre backgotten
will play for a concert from 8:30 11. $1.50 includes admission and re- ground too dark and dirty, where it could have
point across with more subtle scenes. As a matter
its
freshments.
of fact one of the most chilling scenes in the movie,
AROUND AND ABOUT
shows two leads leaving a theatre after a tryout and
repeat
year's
Lester Lanin and his Orchestra are set to
last
recordin the background one can see the long line of hopeful
breaking engagement at the Totem Pole, tonight and tomorrow night.
for their chance; as the viewer has
The theater season continues with a long list of outstanding pro- people waiting
realization of how few will make it, the
ductions opening every day. With a little planning ahead of time you the horrible
movie suddenly comes to life with a tragic identifica(Continued in the next column)
tion.
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AN EDITORIAL

PRIVILEGED FEW
In past years the selection of Chairman for the many and varied
senior activities has been a case of a modern day application of the
infamous "spoils system". For some time now "friends" of members of
the Senior Class Council were rewarded with impressive and often quite
lucrative chairmanships. Last year the Campus Council "suggested"
that an interview board be used in the selection of applicants and thus
insure that capable leadership be provided for such events as the Senior
Prom, the Senior Dinner-Dance as well as the entire Commencement
Week activities. Although it was publicly promulgated that this year
the interview method would be used, not a single applicant was interviewed for any of the respective chairmanships. Instead the Senior
Class Council awarded Chairmanships on a rotation, or should we say
"grab-bag" basis. Although everyone who applied for a position supposedly attained one, this meant there wasn't any competition and
therefore everyone qualified or not received a Chairmanship.
Although this method is indeed unique and original it does not
offer much improvement over the old system because applicants are
still not being selected on the basis of ability. The fact that this year's
chairmen have ability in running affairs of this nature will be demonstrated as the affairs themselves are run, but it seems far more prudent
to adopt the interview system and thus insure to a fuller extent the
relative worth of perspective chairman.
Another questionable action of this year's Senior Class Council
was to vote themselves into every function of the senior class (with the
exception of a Dinner Dance) completely free of charge. No one will
object to an activity chairman entering his own activity free, mainly
because it is that same chairman who has been working to insure the
success of his activity. But why should the Senior Class Council go to
all Senior-sponsored events just because they selected the chairman?
We think that when the time comes that elected officers need
monetary renumeration for their efforts, then election to these offices
should be abandoned and students who are interested in furthering
Boston College and not their own selfish interests should be appointed
by the faculty.

C.C.M.

In spite of its faults this picture is worth seeing;
it has a message for all ambitious people. It is also
a showcase of some fine acting jobs. Anthony Franciosa does a notable job with a large and difficult
lead role. Dean Martin, as the double-crossing friend,
though he still has some way to go, almost makes you
forget he ever made pictures with Jerry Lewis. Shirley
MacLaine turns in some dynamic drunk scenes as the
director's daughter and she draws a pathetically unforgetable character portrayal. Carolyn Jones steps
up one more rung on the ladder of accomplishment
she is slowly but steadily building for herself in the
Hollywood scene. Her part of the man's long suffering
agent is the least meaty part in the film and yet one
is aware of her every moment she is on the screen.
There is a quality about her not to be seen too often,
in fact only one other star has it: Miss Bette Davis.
can see all of the best ones. Arthur Miller's "A View
from the Bridge" continues at the Charles Playhouse,
and they offer special rates to students.

Seats are available for the two-day engagement of
"The World of Carl Sandburg". Bette Davis and her
husband, Gary Merrill, will appear in this program
based upon the folklore writings, prose, and poetry
of the great American writer
On Monday evening a new play about two days in the life of an
atomic scientist who finds he has only six months to
live opens at the Colonial: The Highest Tree will run
for two weeks.
.

.

.

Looking ahead to November 2nd, the Pulitzer Prize
winning play, J.8., will open at the Colonial for a
two-week engagement. Basil Rathbone heads the cast
in MacLeish's symbolic drama based upon the tribulations of Job.

The Harvard Dramatic Club will open its season
with Tennessee Williams' The Glass Menagerie at the
Agassiz Theater, Cambridge October 24-31.
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Anthony Thomas Arlotto

Pius XII-One year Later

One year has passed since death finally claimed
Eugenio Pacelli, Pope Pius XII. Certainly at that
time the emotions of the world were evoked on the
occasion of the passing of this truly great man, and
perhaps now we can look back on him with a more
detached attitude to see what kind of a person he
was, and how he fitted into the modern world.

around Castel Gondolfo. And during the bombing of
Rome in July 1943, he moved along the unsheltered
in the basilica of St. Lawrence. When the Harlem
Globetrotters were in Europe, they performed trick
basketball plays before His Holiness in one of the
Vatican audience halls.

In reality, is this the picture of an austere or
aloof man? True, he ate his meals alone in accordance with established papal custom. Also, he insisted
on complete solitude for his daily walks. Yet, no
pope has ever met more people face to face, and he
received them as if each one were irreplaceable.
Just about every field of human knowledge and
endeavor has received some comment from this untiring Pope. He wrote forty encyclicals, covering a
range of subjects from Genesis and evolution, to the
Mystical Body, to Christian marriage. Thirty-three
saints were canonized during his reign and fortythree persons were declared "Blessed".
But perhaps the high point of so illustrious a
career took place on November Ist, 1950. On that day
Pius XII defined the dogma of the Assumption, the
first definition of faith since the Vatican Council declared the infallibility of the Pope in the late nineteenth century. This modern-day promulgation was
important not so much because of the matter of the
dogma, but because it showed the complete confidence
of the twentieth-century Church and its divine mis-

Seen in contrast with the more jovial and humane personality of Pope John XXIII, Pius XII has
undergone some quasi-criticism because of his austere personality and aristocratic bearing. Yet, this
was his way; one might say, his way to God. Pius
XII was an aristocrat, born into a noble Roman
family in 1876; his grandfather was the founder of
the Vatican newspaper, and his father was the head
of the lay lawyers of the Vatican. He was brought
up seeing marks of his rank and privilege all around
him. Even when he decided to study for the priesthood, an exception had to be made for him; because
of poor health he was allowed to live at home during
his seminary days.

Pacelli's intellectual accomplishments, including
an outstanding flair for languages, soon brought
him to the Vatican State Secretariate. Thence he
began the slow and arduous rise to the top. In 1914
Pope Benedict XV personally consecrated him Arch-

bishop and appointed him Papal Nuncio to Munich.
After World War I, he was charged with presenting
the Popes peace plan to the leaders of Europe.
In 1930, Archbishop Pacelli was appointed Cardinal Secretary of State, probably the number two
post in the Church. Again, he traveled widely and
even visited the United States; he is the only pope

sion.

to have done so.

As the flames of war began to spread through
Europe in 1939 the fire of life was extinguished in
Pope Pius XI. A conclave, a new pope. The choice
of the cardinals came as a surprise to no one:

As we look back on his 19-year pontificate, we do not find Pius XII
Eugenio Pacelli had been elected pope, and had acting cooly or humorlessly at any time. Rather it was the opposite.
chosen the name Pius in memory of his beloved im- He held a warm spot in his heart for Gretchen, his pet goldfinch. Often
mediate predecessor.
he ordered his chauffeur to go at high speeds through the Alban Hills

Letters

PART I

Sacco-Vanzetti Case

By ANTHONY ARLOTTO
To the Editor:
Boston College students are,
from time to time, presented with
interest-stimulators such as the
current "Have you seen the Muffin
Man?" and "Sam is coming."
Jim Hagan in last week's article
"Where is the Admiral?" made the
statement: "The little school children of Boston took up a big collection to build a medium sized statue of Admiral Dewey. For some
reason no statue of Dewey was
ever attempted and what happened
to the money nobody knows." This
brings to mind the big collection
of last year following another interest-rousing campaign entitled
"Fritz Freund is coming". Now
after three weeks of school and no
official word on the matter, one
can only assume that Fritz, in fact,
is not coining at all. Recalling that
the sum of fifty cents was requested from each B.C. student,
and allowing for the probability
that many did not contribute, it is
still obvious that a substantial
sum is involved, when the size of
the B.C. student body is considered.
I suggest that The Heights run
a new interest-stimulator next to
"Have you seen the Muffin Man?"
reading "Have you seen Fritz
Freund?" Somewhere on this
campus there is someone who
knows the facts. I think this someone has an obligation in conscience
to present these facts to the student body via The Heights.
Steve Dean, A&S '61

To the Editor:
One day last Spring while I was
walking through the foyer of the
Lyons Cafeteria, I was approached
by a certain individual and asked
to contribute to the Fritz Freund
fund. Being a generous soul desiring the advancement of my alma
mater, I dug deep into my pocket
and came up with a crisp one-dollar
bill. Now, it seems that the Fritz
Freund fund is no longer extant,
and Fritz himself has given up all
hope of coming to Boston College.
Therefore, might I not ask what
has been done with my money, and
with that of other students! The
collection was made for the purpose of bringing foreign students
here, and this was not done. I think
that the campus council, which
sponsored the project, should return the money, if possible, or at
least inform the donors as to what
was done with it.

By JAMES

campus. They not only are unaware
of the existence of such clubs, but
what is more important is that
they do not realize the profit they
themselves are losing; each day
they refuse to participate in extracurricular activities.

Perhaps they don't realize that
the clubs were set up for, I say

again for the students. So, who
will lose out??the individual student, naturally. There exist on

campus many organizations and if
each student would sit down and
look them over, I'm sure he will
find one which engages in something that the individual student is
interested in. By taking an active
part in such clubs he will find that
he is developing and fostering
ideas that will be a part of him
the rest of his life.
In supporting organizations, students should attend meetings, and
not hesitate to take an active part
Well, gentlemen of the council, in the running of such activities.
where is the money?
Various clubs engage
outside
speakers not only for the interests
Yours truly,
of the active members, but for the
Edward A. Wlodarczyk, '60 entire student body; support of
these events is also recommended.
If Boston College is to advance,
an enlightened and active student
To the Editor:
body is a prime necessity. I feel
I feel that it is about time some- that active
participation in extrathe
spoke
one
in defense of
extra- curricular activities will bring
curricular activities on campus. It about an active and enlightened
seems to me that too many of the student body.
students of Boston College are unFrancis J. Vacca, A&S '61
aware of the kinds of clubs on

FRUSTRATED?
Release your inhibitions

?

REPRESSED?

write a letter to the Editor of The Heights.

Cheers and jeers accepted for publication.
(Just observe good taste.)

The reign of Pius XII is now a part of history.
The man lives on in the spirit of the Church which
he helped to shape into a modern form. And the
greatest tribute that could be paid to him, canonization, is already in the making. During the past summer Monsignor Van Lierde, archpriest of St. Peter's,
approved a prayer asking God to show His approval
of the work of Eugenio Pacelli by allowing miracles
to be performed through his intercession. And it is
known that Monsignor Van Lierde would never have
given such approval without the consent of Pope
John XXIII.

At about 3:00 P.M. on April 15,
1920, in the town of Braintree, not
too far from here, occurred what
was to become the most sensational
crime in the history of Massachusetts jurisprudence. The crime itself was a rather routine payroll
murder, but the consequences could
not have been more explosive.
While this crime is almost forty
years old, it still is of interest, because year after year certain
groups in this Commonwealth apply to our General Court for a pardon for the executed murderers?
Nicola Sacco and Bartolomeo Vanzetti.
The facts of the crime itself were
pretty simple. At the time mentioned above, Fredrick Parmenter
and Alessandro Berardelli, paymaster and guard of Slater and
Morrill Shoe Co., on Pearl Street,
South Braintree, left the company's
office with the week's payroll,
$15,000, heading for the main factory up and across the street. As
they were walking along, two
armed men attacked them; one
fired four shots into Beradelli, and
as Parmenter ran across the street

he was shot.

The two men picked up the
money and jumped into a getaway car that was speeding down
Pearl St.; the car then roared into
South Braintree Square and took
off south towards Brockton. By all
reports there were three men in
the car as it picked up the killers.
It should be noted that in the previous December two men described
as "Italians" unsuccessfully attempted to hold up the same company.
On May 5, 1920, the police arrested Nicola Sacco and Bartolomeo Vanzetti on a Brockton streetcar; both were armed. Sacco carried a fully-loaded ten-shot .32
caliber Colt revolver, and twentyone extra shells were found in his
pocket, Vanzetti, a fully-loaded
Harrington and Richardson revolver, and in his pocket four
twelve-guage shotgun shells were
found. At the station both told
stories they later admitted were
lies.
In this article we cannot, of
course, detail all the evidence presented. (The transcript ran into

some 2,100 pages.) Since most of
the defense was limited to refuting
and impeaching prosecution witnesses, we shall go over the Com-

WATERS

monwealth's case. Bear in mind
that anyone who wishes to be a
thirteenth juror had best either
consult the full transcript or the
account of the trial in F. X. Busch's
Prisoners at the Bar.

Several of the witnesses identified the man sitting next to the
driver, one of the two killers, as
Sacco. Of these the most prominent
were Miss Mary Devlin and Miss
Frances Splaine; the defense attorneys Moore, Callahan, and the
McAnarney,
brothers
succeeded
only in making these witnesses admit that at the preliminary hearing
they had said they thought Sacco
looked like one of the men, but
that they did not want to commit
themselves on an identification. In

court, however, they were positive.
Miss Lola L. Andrews testified that
while walking out of Slater and
Morrill about 11:30 A.M., she asked
a man working under a car directions; he got out from under and
pointed; she swore the man was
Sacco. Witnesses were produced by
the defense who testified that
shortly after the murder Miss Andrews had said that she had seen
none of the men, but the Commonwealth produced a witness who refuted these witnesses. Carlos Goodridge testified that he had come
out of a poolroom and had seen
Sacco sitting next to the driver,
and a Mr. Reed, a gate-keeper who
had flagged down the car, testified
that Vanzetti had stuck his head
out of the window and had yelled
at him (Reed) twice. Several witnesses testified they saw a shotgun sticking out of a window.
In rebuttal, the defense called on
twenty witnesses, twelve of whom
were Italians, all of whom stated
that the man sitting next to the
driver was not Sacco, and that they
had not seen Vanzetti. It also succeeded in impeaching a few prosecution witnesses, notably Levangie,
the crossing-keeper; on the other
hand, the prosecution impeached
some defense witnesses, especially
Jennie Novelli, who swore that the
man sitting next to the driver was
not Sacco; but a Pinkerton detective testified that when he had
shown Miss Novelli a picture of
Sacco on May 5, 1920, she said he
looked like the man she saw.
Next week we shall examine the
circumstantial evidence in the trial,
and the events following the original sentence.
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OVER VILLANOVA

VIA 39-6 ROMP

On last Saturday morning Boston College and
Ross stayed in the game and responded with a
Villanova were both without a football victory. A few bit of honorable larceny. On a third down pass by
hours later, the visiting Wildcats were alone in this Villanova's shaky Wayne Kautter, O'Hanley internegative capacity.
cepted on the 27 and returned to the twenty. Moretti
then totaled sixteen yards in two carries. Van Cott's
B.C. arose from the ranks of the winless in a conthe high scoring Ron Dyer produced an easy
vincing and one-sided manner. They were strong, pass to
physically, for the first time this season, and their score. George moved the point total to thirty with
all around power was too much for Frank Reagan's another buck and wing around right end.The second half was a matter of routine for the
disorganized charges.
13,500 Homecoming day crowd.
The game was actually decided in the first eight
By PHIL LANGAN, Sports Editor

Back in early September, Mike Holovak was gleaming, He had a
veteran backfield all ready for Army and Navy. There was a definite
chance for a pair of upsets.
In a matter of a few days, this prosperous little bank of hope
had fallen.
The week before Navy marched in, Bobby Perreault tore a lateral
cartilege on his left knee. Then during the first period of the game
itself, Vin Hogan suffered an ill-timed leg injury. In the final period,
big Frank Robotti limped off the field without much help from a gimpy
left ankle. Jimmy Sullivan, Frank Moretti, Bill Robinson, and Tom
Casey did a fine job, but the Eagles running attack still yearned for
the solid legs of Hogan, Perreault, and Robotti.
Hogan played one period against Navy, and Perreault two minutes
against Army. Robotti gave it all he had against the Cadets, but the
ankle prevented him from reaching top form.
There was no joy in Heightsville.
In two Saturdays there were two losses and the prospects of a
seven game winner (as predicted by Stanley Woodward) was seemingly
out of reality's touch.
Then last Saturday, B.C. pranced on to Alumni Stadium to await
the taunts of an upset-minded Villanova team. Hogan and Robotti were
ready, and Perreault was able to stand on his left leg without limping.
Victory number one was achieved in an easy and powerful manner.
Unlike the past three years, Villanova was an inferior team to B.C.
Physically fit for the first time this year. The Eagles could have

minutes of play.

The visiting Philadelphians did manage, however, to author some effective football in the first
half of the third period.
Quarterback Ed Roehre started to find gaping
holes in the B.C. defensive backfield. Three passes
moved Villanova from their own 43 to the B.C. 24.
After a line plunge, Roehre hit Ed Bohan alone in
the far corner of the end zone for the only Villanova
score of the day.
A personal foul on the unsuccessful extra point
forced a kickoff from the Wildcat 20. Amabile
took the ball on the B.C. 45 and lateraled back to
Vinnie Hogan, who galloped down to the Villanova
9-yard line. Vin ate up the remaining yardage in an
off tackle slant for the final B.C. touchdown. Kirouac
again was on target and it was 37-6.
try

Amabile scores on 1-yard plunge
After Villanova had failed to move the ball for
the second time Vin Hogan returned a punt fifteen
yards to the enemy 43.

Hogan, Robotti, and Van Cott combined for two
first downs to the 17. Van Cott, who -had a peerless
afternoon, then hit Tom Casey with a bullet pass over
Villanova's vulnerable middle. With a second down on
the ten, Van Cott danced around the unsuspecting
right end for B.C.'s initial six points. Kirouac's extra
beaten Navy Saturday, and would have given Army's Dale Hall plenty
point would have been sufficient for Win Number one,
of opportunity to use his first team in the final period, as he did two but the Eagles' appetite
was far from being satisfied.
weeks ago.
ensuing
GROUP
On
the
Russ Frantz fumbled, and
kickoff,
DIFFERENT
It was a different group out on the turf last weekend. Vin Hogan Mr. Kirouac recovered on the Villanova 39. It took
was running like a gazelle and Frank Robotti was hitting the line as the home forces eight plays to score again. Jimmy
Sullivan, chewed up fourteen yards to the 25. On
hard as ever. While off in the backfield of the second team Bob Perreault was finding his running legs, gaining ample yardage, and pulling third down Amabile found Robinson on the four with
off a startling interception.
a pinpoint pass. Moretti on two plunges moved to the
There is now new hope in the Eagles' camp. Mike Holovak is one, and then the improved Amabile bucked off tackle
gleaming again. His running attack is finally ready to sink their talons for a 13-0 lead. Kirouac again kicked true for the fourinto the opposition. Amabile and Van Cott look peerless, and the line teenth point.
is somewhat like stone. Those seven victories are not too far away.
Late in the second period, Villanova quarterback
FRESHMAN SURPRISE:
Ed
Roehre attempted a punt from his own ten-yard
everyone
but themselves, the B.C. freshman turned on
Surprising
hurtled the Villanova line and
the steam on their counterparts from Holy Cross, 21-6 at Worcester, line. Bob Leßlanc
blocked the attempt. Kirouac, picked up the ball on
last Sunday.
Led by quarterbacks Guy Garon and John Daly the Eaglets totaled the twelve and raced into the end zone with two belligerent defenders on his back. Ross O'Hanley then hit
fifteen points in the first period.
Hogan for an easy two points and it was 22-0.
CRUSADER SAFETY
After two minutes of play, Lou Cioci and half a dozen other lineman caught H.C. quarterback Jack McCarthy in the Crusader end zone
for two points.
Cioci recovered a fumble on the Cross 38 a minute later, and a sustained march was culminated by Mike Tomeo's three-yard end sweep.
Joe Hutchinson added the extra point for a 9-0 lead.
Two minutes later, Daly hit end John West on the B.C. 45 and
West went south as he outran the Crusader secondary. Holy Cross
scored in the second period, but it proved to be only a token effort. The
Eagle line and backfield completely outplayed their opponents throughBy TOM SHEEHAN
,

Robotti Romps for 10 yards against Villanova

The final scoring came at the 13:20 mark of the
last period when a combination of third team linemen smothered Villanova's O'Rourke in the end
zone for a safety.

Thus the Eagles captured their first win and,
even though Vin Hogan was selected the outstanding back and Lou Kirouac the top lineman, everyone was a valuable donor to the injured Eagle who
now appears fully recovered?Phil Langan.

TRACK TEAM KIROUAC TOPS
TOPS BU, TUFTS AT END SPOT

out.

The hill and dalers from the Heights continued to
Guy Garon and Harry Crump combined for the final score of the
day in the third stanza. Garon ended the march with a twenty-three walk away from their opposition with a score of 25
points in last week's meet at Franklin Park. Tufts
yard run.
was second with 52, B.U. third with 58, and Brandeis
STRONG FROSH
This is a freshman team with a flair for the unusual. Emerson fourth with 68 points.
Dickie has put together a solid two way outfit. They outdid the Cross
Bob O'Leary took nearly forty seconds off his time
Hn first downs, 17-9, and total yard- of last week by running 20:40 for the 4.2 miles and
age, 191-68.
EXPERT "IBM" TYPIST
won by 150 yards. The next B.C. man was John HurHave your typing assignments transcribed by a
They're still remains an ivy scar ley, a promising junior, who came in fourth. Tom
professional and qualified thesis typist on
on B.C. freshman football, however, Tagan, a sophomore honor student, took fifth while
"IBM" Electric "Prestige" Pica typewriter.
Ph.D's, Master's and Honors theses; term
Harvard put it there last year and Captain Ed Quinn and Jim Duff took six and ninth
papers, reports, manuscripts and briefs
today the eaglets have a chance to places respectively. Sam Vincent who is running his
accurately and attractively typed.
Blgelow 4-6667
Phone: BERTHA MINTZ
redeem the mistakes of last year's first year with varsity team came in fourteenth in his
yearlings.
second attempt at the distance closely followed by
The present edition is one of the teammate Jack Ryan. Tom Flynn and Wally Shields
strongest to hit the Heights in a both improved over their performances of last week
long time.
and ran well over the Franklin Park course.
WORLD'S FINEST
It would be a shame to see some
of our young stalwarts fall by the FAIRFIELD?SATURDAY
wayside, scholastically. They have
Saturday the Eagles run their first
meet of
talent, a great deal of it. Most of the season when they visit the Harriers dual
of Fairfield,
(Tues. thru Sun. Nites)
them will have little trouble earn- Connecticut at 11:30 A.M.
ing a varsity letter. However a cerThis cross country team looks like the best B.C.
tain feeling of privilege is a conat
stant pervader of freshman foot- has had in years and it appears that they may be the
ball teams. A certain percentage strongest in New England.
of a talented group relax on their
Coach Gilligan has two undefeated teams to work
VILLAGE
scholastic ability, and find them- with. The Freshmen refused to be outdone by their
HOTEL BUCKMINSTER
selves looking in from the outside. elders and remained undefeated by beating B.U. 26
KENMORE SQUARE
to 40. The Tufts and Brandeis Plebes entered individuals but not enough to make up a team. It was
hardly the walk away of last week but still the score
featuring
was convincingly in our favor.
?

DIXIELAND
JAZZ

MEL DORFMAN
and his famous
ALL STAR JAZZ BAND

(no cover

no

min.)

TERRANOVA BROS.
Barber Shop
372 Washington St.
Brighton Center
CREW-CUTS AND
FLATTOPS OUR
SPECIALTY

FIRST LOSS
Larry Rawson, star freshman harrier, was handed
his first setback of the season when he was beaten
by Ken "Red" Mueller, champion road racer, who ran
for B.U. The winning time for the three miles was
14:22 and Larry was only ten seconds behind. After
him came Jim McMahon who was third, Jim Rinella
fifth, Mike Scully sixth, Dave McQuarrie seventh and
Jim Owens eighth. Next Saturday, the freshmen compete against the Fairfield yearlings at the same time
and place as the varsity contest.

The ball was snapped from center. Amabile faded
back. In an instant a big white-jerseyed warrior had
cut towards the middle of the field and, taking
Johnny's pass, was plowing straight forward into
the Navy defensive backfield. One Middie hit him,
and another, and another one still, until five blue
jerseys had completely smothered number 87. But
still he kept pushing forward until a sixth Navy
tackier with the help of a personal foul finally
forced him to the green earth. Lou Kirouac had just
picked up another Boston College first down. Lou,
along with right end, Joe Sikorski, have given the
pass-receiving department quite a boost, and considering both are sophomores, opposing secondaries
should have their hands full for the next few years.
Kirouac concluded a brilliant career at Bishop
Bradley in Manchester, New Hampshire by being
named to the high school Ail-American team in his
senior year. In addition he was given honorable
mention on the high school AU-American basketball
team, and also served as vice-president of his senior
class. The CBA student credited the Navy loss to a
few bad breaks but said we just ran out of gas
against Army. "The team, however, has a lot of
spirit and I'm looking for us to go unbeaten the rest
of the season, barring any serious injuries. Lou
chose Boston College because of its excellent facilities and proximity to home.
Sikorski played his high school football at Fairfield Prep where he was an all-state end. He also
excelled in baseball and basketball for the Stags,
and like Kirouac, he served as vice-president of his
senior class. Joe first attended Georgetown, but the
football bug hit him and he transferred to Boston
College last year. In going over the remainder of
the schedule, Joe noted, "There are some really
tough games coming up towards the end of the season and the general tendency would be to overlook
the weaker teams, but we're going to play each
game as it comes along."
In case you're wondering about size, both boys
are big. Lou stands at 6-3, weighing in at 200 lbs.
while Joe is just an inch and 15 lbs. smaller. Of
course, the important factor is that they are sophomores which fits perfectly into the rebuilding program of Coach Holovak. Such are things that dreams
are made of!
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Dartmouth, Brown Tie
"Cross" Over Dayton
By PAUL

HEIGHTS FOOTBALL CONTEST
I

predict the final score of the Boston College?Dartmouth
will be:

game

Boston College

Dartmouth

Boston College will gain

Yards by rushing.

Name
Year and Section

School

FOREIGN

&

By JERRY FARRELL
In the minds of many, a 'V has always stood as a sign of victory,
but the 'V formation that the Dartmouth College football team has
used almost exclusively this year certainly seems to have no connection
with winning.
It's been a disappointing season for the defending Ivy League
champs. In three times out the Big Green has lost two and tied the
other.
Boston College will meet the Indians tomorrow afternoon at Alumni Stadium. Starting time for the contest is set for 1:30.
When Holy Cross bombed the In- half is Jake Crouthamel, who findians from Hanover, N.H., 31-8 in ished sixth nationally last year in
the opener for both teams, the out- rushing (722 yards, 5.9 a try) and
come met with mixed reaction. punt return average (17.1).
Some said Dartmouth was headed
These two key men have been
toward a miserable season, while plagued by injuries throughout the
others credited the win solely to season. Gundy, who has been a vican unexpectedly good Cross squad. tim of three mishaps, is a very
Still as the season wears on, it's doubtful starter for tomorrow's
hard to say that Dartmouth is a contest, while Crouthamel, injuries
and all, is expected to start.
do-nothing team.
There have been no reports of
This will mark the first time
dissension coming from Hanover. under Coach Mike Holovak that
This of course could mean that the the Eagles have played an Ivy
Indians have learned to be good League opponent, and the first
losers, but more than likely hints time in some 40 years that BC has
that Blackman's club is pulling to- clashed with the Hanover club.
Two weeks back the Indians lost
gether as a unit and the breaks
just haven't been going their way. to Pennsylvania, the surprise of
Since 14 of 29 letter men were the Ivy loop, 13-0, and last week
lost through graduation, a second dueled to a scoreless tie.
The Big Green has certainly
consecutive Ivy title was not predicted for Dartmouth in football shown marked improvement since
circles. However, Indian coach Bob the start of the season, and could
Blackman and his assistants se- give Boston College plenty of
cretly felt their club could and trouble. One thing for certain is
would do it.
that before the season is over,
Blackman spiced up his 'V Dartmouth will be giving more
formation with single and double than one team a surprise.
Coach Mike Holovak and his
slots, men in motion, balanced and
unbalanced lines. Quarterback Bill Eaglemen would do well to rememGundy, who passes, runs, and fakes ber that no matter what some
well had the 'V zipping along in people think, green is not always
pre-season practice. Back at left the color of peace.

Female View
Of Rah Rah
Boys Are Good

But Who Cares!
By MARIA

By M. CORKERY
Anyone who doubts the impact
of television and radio on football
and baseball need only to observe
the name of this week's contest
winner. For it seems that at long
last, femininity has entered the annual Heights Gridiron Contest, in
the person of Louraine Alberetti, a
Sophomore in the School of Nursing, who successfully predicted the
outcome of last week's Villanova

cheerleaders leaned energetically
on their maroon and gold megaphones while the fans screeched
hysterically, beating one another
on the head.
"Go

B.C
here

go, . . .

For Boston
men are,

. . tow'rs
on the heights" and other such organized tidbits drifted across the
field. The B.C. combined band re.

iterated their old time favorite
"For Boston." The whole enthusiastic hodge-podge was suddenly
drowned out by another sound.
With drill-like precision, 1500 gray
cadet caps had been raised to begin
another thundering cheer, as their
cheerleaders turned themselves inside out on the field below. Here
was a living proof that avid enthusiasm is worth little unless accompanied by sufficient organiza-

tion.

Every successful team needs the
moral support of its fans; and
morale support is not supplied by
a handful of ill assorted yells; or
even by the delightful presence of
our male cheerleaders huddled on
the sidelines. Many have suggested
allowing the girls to try their hand
at arousing the now dormant
school spirit. This proposal is evidently stamping on B.C.'s most
sacred cow, for great opposition is
always raised to this controversial
question. As yet, I have heard no
argument but that "it just hasn't
been done before." We all realize
that it hasn't been done before,
but after all B.C. has only recently
been made coed. It is time the
cheering squad was also made coed.

puff contest' between Boston University and Radcliffe."

Asked how she predicted the
outcome, Miss Alberetti explained
to the official Heights Contest Editor (who has since departed for
greener pastures) that, "it was
easy". "I just took the number of
girls in my section, 39, and the
number of cuts we have in Biology
?6. It was simple, really."
The runner up to Louraine was
game.
Richard F. Johnson, a Junior in
Queried on her prognosticating A&S, who predicted a 28-14 outability, Louraine, who hails from come.
South Boston, attributed her sucAs a result of her prediction,
cess to television, as she remarked Miss Alberetti becomes eligible to
that most of the football she's seen match wits with previous contest
has been via this medium. "It's winner Bruse Golden for the pair
not like baseball, you know when of 50-yard line tickets for the Holy
they have regular ladies' day Cross game.
games, when only ladies can go.
That's what this school needs, a
ladies' day, and perhaps even a
ladies game similar to the 'powder

CALLAS

West Point's Michie Stadium exploded with a bombastic roar. B.C.

Alberetti Wins
Grid Contest

Since suggestion presented thus
far has been rejected, there must
be other ideas brewing around
campus. Any plans to pep up or
organize the cheering section will
be most welcome at the Heights
office in the SAB.

SPORTS CAR SHOW
\u25a0\u25a0\u25a0

\u25a0

TRACK MEET
TOMORROW

"BIG GREEN"
TOMORROW

MUNSEY

DARTMOUTH 0, BROWN 0
The Big Green from Hanover surely felt the absence of Quarterback Bill Gundy. The Indians were held to a scoreless tie by an underdog Brown team. Neither team was able to mount a sustained offensive.
Both were plagued by fumbles, interceptions, and penalties. A sad
afternoon for the Ivy League champs was in hand. It looks like B.C.
should bowl over the Green.
INDIANA 33, MARQUETTE 13
For the fourth consecutive week, the Warriors were beaten by a
major power. They fought gamely against Indiana J>ut were worn down
by superior depth. Quarterback Pete Hall of Marquette played an outstanding game but the hard charging Indiana linemen were constantly
rushing him. For Marquette now a dismal record of 0-4. But hope is in
sight; they play equally dismal College of Pacific tomorrow.
TULANE 34, DETROIT 12
After winning its first two ball games the Titans of Detroit
dropped its second game. Theirs is a case of playing out of its class.
You cannot win ball games with only one good team. The Southern
teams are noted for their depth. Detroit's record is now 2-2.
PITTSBURGH 12, DUKE 0
Ivan "The Tonic" Toncic did it again for the Panthers. He threw
four touchdown passes two weeks ago. Last Saturday he set up one
touchdown and passed 56 yards for the other. This boy, who almost
went to BU, will present a big problem to the Eagles with his aerial
bombardment.
BOSTON UNIVERSITY 7, WEST VIRGINIA 0
The Terriers of BU finally broke into the win column last week,
nipping the Mountaineers of West Virginia in the final minute of play.
A desperation pass from Emo De Nitto to Gene Prebola pulled the
game out of the fire. BU did not make an impression, however. This
West Virginia team is not up to its usual powerhouse standards. The
Terriers are in for trouble this week. Big bad Penn State (No. 2 in
the East) comes to town.
HOLY CROSS 8, DAYTON 0
The Cross looked inept for the second week in a row, but stumbled
to an 8-0 victory oyer the Dayton Flyers. The Purple fluttered away six
scoring chances,, but the) gods of fortune smiled upon them. A penalty
set up a Cross T.D. Dayton coach Buddy
called but once in
Kerr was detected calling plays from the sideline and subsequently his
team was penalized 15 yards. This happened on a fourth down and 13
situation for the Cross and gave them a first down. 55 yards and two
plays later Holy Cross scored. Their inept play should make them easy
prey for powerful Syracuse (No. 1 in the East). To add to Eddie
Anderson's misery, Quarterback Dick O'Brien suffered a ruptured
kidney. Things look bad for Dr. Eddie and his boys.
SYRACUSE 32, NAVY 6
The Middies were beaten by the three platooning of Coach Ben
Schwartzwalder. Syracuse is operating similar to the system of Paul
Dietzel of LSU. They have a first team made up of the best two-way
players.
PAUL'S PICKS
16
George Tech
Auburn
14
Penn State
47
BU
6
Syracuse
Holy Cross
44
8
23
lowa
Winconsin
16
LSU
33
6
Kentucky
Purdue
21
Ohio State
7
Texas
38
Arkansas
0
Yale
18
6
Cornell
Notre Dame
28
26
Michigan State
27
Columbia
14
Harvard
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THIS AEROCAR is one method of avoiding traffic jammed roads.
It can be flown or its wings folded back and driven as a conventional motor vehicle on the highway. This car will be one of
more than 200 fascinating autos exhibited at the annual International Foreign & Sports Car Show in Commonwealth Armory ia
Boston Oct. 21 through 25, from 1 to 11 p.m. daily.
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R.O.T.C., Gold Key Out for Blood!

W. R. L. Presents Macdonald
On Thursday, October 22, 1959 Torbert H. Macdonald, congressthe World Relations League of man from the eighth Congressional
Boston College will present, as its District. Mr. Macdonald is a gradfeatured speaker, Congressman uate of Harvard College and Harvard Law School. He was elected to
Congress in 1954, and was re-

In case you have managed to
avoid the cafeteria during the past
few days, the Gold Key Society,
the Campus Council, and the
R.O.T.C. are cooperating this year
to make the 1959 Boston College
Blood Bank Drive the most successful yet. A member of the Gold
Key is stationed at the familiar
long table in the cafeteria foyer
from ten to two every day to sign
up prospective donors.
As a member of the Newton Red
Cross's institutional coverage plan,
Boston College is assured of available blood for its students and faculty and their faculties and their
families in case of emergency. This
is a quid pro quo arrangement,
though, and B.C.'s annual generous
support is required for its continu-

elected in 1956 and 1958.
During his first term in Congress,

Mr. Macdonald was elected to the
Interstate and Foreign Commerce
Committee of the House and was
elected assistant Majority Leader
by his fellow New England Cong-

ressmen.

He has made several trips to the
Far East and his last mission was
to investigate the irregularities of
trade between Red China and nations of the Free World.

His topic will be "American
Foreign Policy" with a heavy emphasis on the situation with Red

ation.

All healthy students over eighteen
years of age and faculty members
COMING IN OR GOING OUT?
are urged to aid the process as
donors. Last year's drive contributed 159 pints of blood; surely
Parental consent forms may be
Remember, you're helping the
a trifling turn-out in this univer- obtained at the registration desk Red Cross, Boston College, and
Congressman Torbert H. Macdonald
sity of thousands.
yourself!
for donors under 21.

Nursing School

.

.

Dr. McCrossen Named
Addresses Academy
To State Council

(Continued from Page 1)

the wall, like a battery of small

arms, muzzles-to. Resting idly in

Dr. Vincent McCrossen, Profes-

the washroom, a wheel-barrow,
brimful of cement drools onto the
floor, which is already littered with
chunks of concrete, old nails, and
Coca-Cola cups. Elsewhere, neat
little heaps of rubble dot the blank
stretch of cafeteria floor, where
before long hundreds of laughing
nurses will jabber over their meals.
Leading to the top floor, a flight
of stairs
.
h'mmm, it doesn't
lead to the top floor after all. As
a matter of fact, just like the winding staircase in "Kidnapped", these
stairs don't go anywhere at all.
They just stop in the middle of
nowhere. No doubt this oversight
will be remedied before the young
ladies are let loose to tear up to
the top.
.

sor of Comparative Literature and
Modern Languages, has been appointed by Governor Foster Furcolo as Chairman of the Governor's
Council on Migratory Labor.

classroom, a

grease-stained, coveralled worker
curses a gas-driven hoist into a reluctant start, only to see it wheeze
to an automatic stop. Across the
way, a pipe fitter monotonously

cuts threads into alloyed-steel pipe,
while an angry foreman further
stomps around his crew muttering

.

.

.

(Continued from Page 1)
own government body, a Student
Senate made up of the class officers of each year. The Senate are
advised by the section representatives, elected one from each class
section. The members of a Student
Senate supervise affairs concerning their own school and its mem-

Rev. Robert Drinan, S.J., Dean
of the B. C. Law School, will be
the first guest speaker of the
Bellarmine Law and Government
Academy. His subject will be "The
Church and Censorship". The meeting will take place on October 19,
at 3 P.M. in Lll7.
President, James P. Gilligan reported that the first meeting of the
Academy proved to be very successful with a record enrollment of
T)7 members. Others officers are
Vice President, John T. Callaham;
Treasurer, Henry L. McAuliffe;
and Secretary, Charles J. Barbanti.

bers.
In addition to the above, all the
representatives of a particular
class, irrespective of school, cooperate in matters of mutual interest, as for example, the representatives of the junior class in all
four schools are responsible for the
planning of Junior Week.
The individual student has his
contact with student government
either through his section representative or his class officers.
Open meetings in which all students are invited to participate are
held when necessary during the
year. The class officers welcome
suggestions from the student body
on any matter concerning the
school. Thus it is quite obvious
that any student who does not avail
himself of the opportunity to state
his opinions has no justification
for complaint when, for example,
the band chosen for a prom does
not meet with his approval.

For the past year Dr. McCrossen
has served as Chairman of the
Massachusetts Citizens' Committee
on Migratory Labor. Long noted as
an admirer, spokesman and interpreter of the Spanish cultural heritage, Dr. McCrossen has been active for many years in supporting
the welfare of Puerto Rican citizens in the area. His appointment
The main function of the Acadby Governor Furcolo is a result of
Dr. McCrossen's activities in be- emy is to bring top state and
half of the Puerto Ricans.
local political figures to the B. C.
campus, thereby giving the stu"No brains, no brains, no ..." Out- dents a chance to stimulate their
side, a young man scrutinizes the political knowledge.
aluminum window frames for
stains, and contemplatively rubs draulic lift, the steady lisp of blowthem clean.
torches, clattering tools, and heavy
Through all wafts the peculiar footsteps, mixed liberally, and
fragrance of soggy cement and . . . you've got bedlam.
whatever else it is that buildings
Those nurses could certainly do
under construction do smell like. a lot for the good looks of this
Add the nagging whine of a hy- building right now.

.

In the English

Student Goverment

Law School Dean

.

China.
The lecture will take place in
Lyons 201 at 3 P.M. on Thursday,
Oct. 22. Mr. Macdonald will be introduced by Francis J. Vacca, President of the World Relations

League.

Many improvements and modifications of the governmental system ought to be expected in the
future. A good number of officers
and students are in favor of setting
up a student court, which would
be granted full authority to deal
with minor infractions of University regulations and empowered to
make recommendations to the administration with regard to more
serious transgressions. If you are
in favor of such a court, you might
make your representatives aware
of your thoughts. Such an unprecedented grant of authority by the
administration to a student group
might be accomplished if there
were indications that a majority of
the student body were strongly in
favor of such a move.

The Campus Council is at present in the process of drawing up a

the coming year and
this should be released in the next
two weeks. Inasmuch as these announcements may have considerable effect during the coming year,
all students should take the time
to read them, and then make their
thoughts, either of approval or disapproval, known to their officers.
After all, it is your government
and your representatives are not
known for their mind-reading talprogram for

ents.

DODGE DEALERS OF GREATER BOSTON ANNOUNCE THE 1960

*2000 DODGE
SCHOLARSHIP
AWARDS
High School Seniors and
Students
for
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College

Four individual awards of $500 each for college tuition
and/or board at any accredited college.
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A MESSAGE TO PARENTS
AND EDUCATORS
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Anv hi&n school senior or college student currently enrolled
in the Greater Boston area.

T^ 3 Scholarship Award Program
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Tell us in a hundred words or less why you want a college
education. Official Entry Form must be used. Entries will be
judged on the basis of sincerity, clarity and expressiveness.

to stimulate interest in the need for
hi § her education among the youth
of our community. As businessmen
in this area, we feel an obligation to
responsibility of
share in the
encouraging our children to seek
education. For this reason we have
established this Scholarship Fund,
which in its small way may annually
provide a measure of financial assistance to four worthy students, and
encourage many others to consider
the importance of a college education.
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Eligible students or their parents are invited to pick up
Official Entry Forms & Rules at any Dodge Dealer's show-
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room in the Greater Boston area.
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is sponsored by the
Dodge Dealers of Greater Boston

f

Now! All entries must be returned before December Ist.
Winners will be notified by mail and public announcement.
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OFFICIAL ENTRY FORMS MAY BE OBTAINED WITHOUT OBLIGATION
AT THESE DODGE SHOWROOMS:
ARLINGTON
REED MOTOR COMPANY, Inc.
326 Massachusetts Ave.
MI 3-8500
Kenneth C. Reed

BELMONT

SgfSS: £

GARAGE

2SSSX&E*

IV

°

P

CHELSEA
MYSTIC BRIDGE

18-28 Eden Street
PalUn

Ralph

WE

3-7272

GETCHeL MOTORS

4-5420

Francis D. DooUng WA 2-0122
CAMBRIDGE
MOLL MOTORS, Inc.
820 Somerville Ave.
A. J. Moll
TR 6-3740

EAST BOSTON
NEPTUNE MOTORS, Inc.

MOTORS, Inc.

4-0281

$?B°JeliillAve.

Edward Frutman
GE 6-7400
GALLIVAN MOTORS, Inc.
450 Talbot Ave.
Leo Herman
AV 2-1400

480 Bennington Bt.
Syd Goldberg
LYNp|

LO 7-5800

MEDFORD
FLAMMIA BROTHERS
321 Salem Street
EX 8-5720
Joseph & Paul Flammla
NEWTON

%££«"

LYB l4O°

°?£

Samuel GUck
MARBLEHEAD

DA 4-3100

William

"

FLEMING-GRIFFIN, Inc.
381 Atlantic Ave.
NE 2-0662
W. Fleming & R. Griffin

QUINCY

&"»*

Fay

»*

READING
NEWHOUSE MOTOR
SALES, Inc.

142 Washington St.
Newhouse

Charles W.

RE 2-1671

Hfe?

GA 7-2400

BX 4-8880

Kegel

JEI-0810

Melvln_o

GRANITE MOTOR SALES, Inc.
310 Washington St.
F. A. Hassen
PR 3-8810

Wberg

__?.?.

"*

PI 4-6611

KNOX BROS.
MOTOR CO.. Inc.
645 Broadway
MO
Stanley & Arnold Knox

6-2200

WAKEFIELD
CLASSEN BROTHERS, Inc.
827 Main Street
CR 9-0783
C. W. &J. E. Classen
WALTRAM

W£
£81
-T. Bothen

TW 3- 18S 8

Sheldon J. Ananlan WA 3-9201
WOBURN
ALDA DODGE SALES
100 Winn Street
WO 2-1224
A. R. Ross & D. C. Russell

